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Abstract. Let Jl* denote the class of continuous, nowhere

constant, square integrable martingales, M{t)=X{(M)t), for which

{M)t is a time change on the cr-fields generated by the Brownian

motion X{t). It is shown that if M{t)eJl2, then the family of cr-

fields generated by M{t) is a right continuous family. If M{t) e Jl*

and if o{M{s):s^t} = a{X{s):s^t} for some Brownian motion X{t),

then M(t) = ft®(s)dX(s) and X(í)=J0 {ll®{s))dM{s) for some
process $>{s) with <¡>{s)¿¿0 a.e. dtxdP.

1. Introduction. In this paper all processes will be defined on a prob-

ability space, (Í2, &■, P), and all cr-fields will be completed with respect to

P. The class Jt2 of continuous, square integrable, nowhere constant,

martingales with M(0)=0 is a frequently studied class with many nice prop-

erties. For example, it is well known that if (M(t), ^(t))t^.0 e Ji2, then

M(t) can be expressed as a time change on a Brownian motion [4]. That is,

there exists a Brownian motion (X(t),^(t)) such that M(t)=X(A(t))

where A(i)=(M)t is the natural increasing process arising in the Doob

decomposition of M2(t). In this paper we will concern ourselves with the

additional question of whether or not A(t) is a time change relative to

H(t)=a{X(s):s^t}. The following example will show that not every pro-

cess in Ji2 has this property. Let (X(t), ^(t))fi0 be a Brownian motion

with ¿F(t) = o{X(s):sl¿t}. Let B be a subset of Q that is independent of

J*"(co) with 0<P(£)< 1. Then (X(t), o{&(t) U5})ia0 is a Brownian motion.

Let A(t) be a time change defined by A(t) = t if co e B and A(t)=2t if

co e Bc. Define M(t)=X(A(t)). Then M(t) e Ji2 but there is no Brownian

motion Y(t) such that A(t) is a time change on ct{Y(s):sz=^t}. In particular

//(/) = cr{ F(i): s _/} is a right continuous family with H(0) a trivial cr-field

[1, p. 42] and in order for A(t) to be a stopping time on //(/) one must have

B e H(t) for all />0. In the remainder of this paper we will denote by

Jt\ the subset of Jt2 consisting of processes M(t) for which A(t)=(M)t
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is a time change on a family of cr-fields generated by a Brownian motion

X(t) and M(t)=X(A(t)).

2. Processes generating a right continuous family of cr-fields. In many

theorems involving martingales one encounters the assumption that the

family of adapted cr-fields be right continuous (see for example [9]). On

the other hand it is often assumed that the adapted family is the family

generated by the process. The first question we consider is whether or not

the family of cr-fields generated by a process is right continuous. The

above example shows that processes in Ji2 do not necessarily generate a

right continuous family, however, we will show that processs in M* do.

Before stating this theorem, we need two lemmas. The first lemma is known

[2] but is included here for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 1. Let (H(t))t¡.0 and C&(t))ti0 be families of a-fields on LL Let

A(t) be a time change on ^(t) with H(t) = @(A(t)) and let B(t) be a time

change on H(t). If A(t) and B(t) have continuous paths, then H(B(t)) =

ViAiBit))).

Proof. Let £e/Y(5(/)) so E n[B(t)> X\n[A(X)> a] e &(«.) for all

<x=0, A=0. Hence En[B(t)>?.]n[X>A-1(ot.)] e <$(«.) for all <x=0, X=0,

where A~1(a.) = inf{f. A(t)>a} and y4~1(a)=oo if the set is empty. Now

taking the union over all rational X, one gets

E n [A-^a.) < Bit)] e &(«.)    for all a = 0.

Hence En[AiB't))>a] e ^(a) for all <x=0, so H(B(t))^%(A(B(t))).

To show the inclusion the other way, assume E e^(A(B(t))). Then

EnlB^A-^a)] e &(«.) for all a^O. Now [B(t)^X] e H(X) = &(A(X))

for all X=0, so [B(t)^X]n[A(X)^a] e 3?(a) for all A=0, <x=0. Hence

E n [B(t) < A-1(ol)] O [B(t) ^ /] n [X <; A'1 (ai)] e ^(oc)

for all a = 0, X = 0,

so

E n [B(t) <?X]n [X ̂  A-^at)] e â?(a)   for all a ^ 0, X ̂  0

and hence E e HiB't)).

Lemma 2. Let Xit) be a Brownian motion process and let ^it) =

a{Xis):s^t}. If A(t) is a continuous and strictly increasing time change on

W(t) with A(0)=0 and F[,4(0]<oo for all t=0, then 3f(A(t)) =
o{X(A(s)):s=t}.

Proof. For notational convenience let M(t)=X(A(t)) and H(t) =

a{M(s):s^t}. Note that Mt eJit. Since both H(t) and 3?(A(t)) support

M(t) we have H(t)^¡F(A(t)). Define A~x(t) as above. This process is by
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definition a time change on SF(A(if) but it must be shown to be a time

change on //(/). Now

[A-\t) = X] = [t <A(X)]
and

n

A(X) = lim 2 (Mit*) - M(tk__x))2
k=l

where 0=t0<tx<- • -<tn = X, and the limit is a limit in probability as

«-»-co and max¿. \tk—tk-x\->-0 [8]. Hence [t^A(X)] e H(X) so A-X(t) is a

time change on (M(t), //(/)). For now we will assume limt_>00 A(t)= co a.s.

so that y4[/l_1(/)] = / a.s. for all /. Under this assumption, H(A~1(t)) and

^(A(A-\t)))=^(f) both support X(A(A~\t)))=X(t) and H(A~1(t))^

^(t). However, ¿F(t) was constructed to be minimal for X(t) so H(A~1(t))=

■!F(t) which implies H(i)=lF(A(t)). If one does not assume lim,^^ A(t)=

co a.s., then define a new time change A"(t) as follows:

An(t) = A(t) for / <; n,

= /!(/) + (/ - n)   for / > n.

An(t) is still a time change on áP(t) with lim^œ ^"(0= co. By the first case

we know ^r(An(t))=a{X(A"(s)):s-£t}. However, for t^n we have

3F(An(t))=^(A(f)) and o{X(An(s)):s^t}=o{X(A(s)):s<.t}. Therefore

^(A(t))=a{X(A(s)):s-^t} for all f^O.

Theorem 1. If M(t)eJt* then H(t) = o{M(s):s^t} is a right con-

tinuous family.

Proof. Let M(t)=X(A(t)) where (X(t),^(t)) is a Brownian motion

with¿F(t) = o{X(s):s^t}. It is known that ¿F{t) is a right continuous family

[1]. Hence one can easily show that ¿F(A(t)) is a right continuous family [9,

p. 67]. The theorem now reduces to showing H(t) = cf{M{s):s^t} =

3P(A(t)). Since for M(t) eJ(2 we have A(t) is of the type in Lemma 2, the

result follows. In view of the above discussion one might conjecture that

for M(t) eJ¿2 if o{M(s):s^t} is a right continuous family, then M(t) e

Jí*. This is an open question as far as the author knows.

3. Martingales as stochastic integrals with nonzero integrands. In order

to motivate the next theorem we review some known results. Let (M(t),

$(1)) belong to Ji2. It is known that the following are equivalent [5].

(i) (M)t is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and

d(M)Jdt>0ax. dtxdP.
(ii) M(t) can be expressed as M(t)=p0<t>(s) dX(s) where <&(s)?¿0 a.e.

dtxdP and (X(t),^(t)) is a Brownian motion process. In this case

<t>(s) = (d(M)Jds)112 a.e. dtxdP.
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If one only has d(M)Jdt=0 a.s. then by adjoining a Brownian motion to

(A/(z), 'Sit)) we get the following which are equivalent [3, p. 449].

(i') (M)t is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

(ii') M(t) can be expressed as M(/) = J"0 0>(í) dXis) where iX(t), ^it)) is

a Brownian motion process and again <¡>(s)=(d(M)Jds)112.

The following condition is known to imply (ii') [8, p. 135].

(iii') M(t) is a martingale on [0, co), that is adapted to the family of cr-

fields generated by the Brownian motion process X(t).

The question we now consider is, what analogous condition would imply

(ii) or (i)?

Theorem 2. Let (M(t), @(t))t~¿0 belong to J¿t and let (AT/), ^(/))<s0

be a Brownian motion with tS(t) = ú{X(s):s^t}. Then M(t) = $t0<b(s)dX(s)

with <M0 a.e. dtxdP and <D(/) adapted to <r{X(s):s^t} and a{M(s):s^t}

if and only ifS(t)=a{M(s):s^t}.

Proof. Assume M(t)=f0 O (s) dX(s) with <£(/) adapted to a{X(s):s^t}.

Then M(t) is a martingale with respect to a{X(s):s^t} so o-{M(i):s_/}<=

a{X(s):s=t}. Also since O(i)^0 one can write X(t)=p0 (l/<P(s)) dM(s)

with l/<D(s) adapted to o{M(s):s^t} so o{X(s):s^t}<^a{M(s):s^t}.

Conversely assume a{X(s):s-=t} = o{M(s):s^t}. Let A(t) = (M)t and

let A^(t)=inf{s: A(s)>t} as before.

Case 1. Assume F[/4~1(/)]<co for every /, which implies A(A~1(t))=t

a.s. From the hypothesis we get [8, p. 135] M(t)=j"0 <J>(s) dX(s) with 0(/)

adapted to a{X(s):s^t} and also A(t) = $l <$2(s) ds. Now A^(t) is a time

change on &(t) so consider (M^-^O). ^(^_1(0)) and (X(A~1(t)),

^(A-^t))). Since F[^-1(/)]<oo we have X(A~1(t)) e Jit [2] and

&iA-xiiA)^a{XiA-\s)ys-&i) by Lemma 2. From the proof of Theorem 1

we know ^(/)=iF(A(t)) where ^(0 is a family of cr-fields generated by a

Brownian motion Y(t). Hence AT^HO) is adapted to ^(A~'i(t))=^r(t)

so X(/4-1(/)) = JÓ y>(s) dY(s). This implies ̂ -1(0 = Jo V2W * so

í = i     w2(s) ds = ilf2(A(s)) dA(s) = i z/>2(/l(s))<P2(s) ds   a.s.
Jo Jo Jo

so O2(s)>0 a.e. dtxdP.

Case 2. If F[^-1(/)]= oo for some /, we still have M(t)=$0 O(j) dX(s)

and y4(/)=JÓ €>2(s) ds. Assume <I>(.s)=0 on a dt x dP set of positive measure.

Then O(s)=0 for 0^s5=/0 on a set of positive dtxdP measure for some

/0>0. Fix such a t0. Define

M'(t) = M(t) if0 = f^r0,

= M(/0) + X(t) - X(t0)   if />/0.
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M'(t) is still a martingale adapted to ^(t) and

(M')t = A(t) if/í/o.

= A(t0) + t- t0   ift> t0.

Now M'(t) has the properties of Case 1. That is F^M'^1]^/-)-^ for all

i^O. However, M(t)=M'(t) for 0<=t^t0 so M'(t)=p0 ®(s) dX(s)=M(t)

for /</0, but using M'(t) we know O(ä)^0 a.e. dtxdP. This contradiction

says <D(s)#0 a.e. dtxdP.

Remark 1. If the converse to Theorem 1 were true, Theorem 2 would

hold for M(t)eJt2.

Remark 2. The above proof shows that if a{X(s):s^t}=o{M(s): s^t}

for M(t) eJi*, then both (M)t and (M)^1 are absolutely continuous with

respect to Lebesgue measure.

As an application of this theorem consider the following question

discussed previously in [6]. Let A(/)=Jy O(s) dM(s) where M(s)=

X(A(s)) belongs to J¿2. It is shown by example that one may not have

limAt_0 (AA(/)/AM(/))=<D(/) for M(t)eJ/2 [7]. However, if (M)t has

a positive derivative a.e. dtxdP so M(t)=(0 a(s) dX(s) with a(i)?^0a.e.

dt x dP, then the convergence of the difference quotient to the integrand

will hold [6]. The above theorem shows that M(t) e J¿* with o{M(s) :s^t} =

a{X(s):s^t} is also sufficient for this convergence.

The generalization of Theorem 2 to the case where one starts with two

martingales M(t) and N(t) seems more difficult. Strong use was made of

the fact that X(t) was a Brownian motion, both in Lemma 2 and in the

definition of J(*. However, some analogue of Theorem 2 should hold for

M(t) and N(t) belonging to Ji2 or ¿M*.
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